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The new Ford Transit: ROAD TEST

Editor’s note

elcome to the new issue of
Aboutcamp BtoB. I would like
to thank all the professionals
who have contributed and to highlight the
usefulness of a technical magazine for our
sector and the quality of its contents! In
this 6th issue we have devoted considerable attention to the topic of chassis cab,
with a test on-the-road of the new Ford
Transit and an interview to the product
manager to understand what makes the
Transit so interesting for motorhome manufacturers. We decided to address this issue
to the chassis cab, presenting a complete
overview of the commercial vehicles used in
the RV sector and offering a preview of the
new Iveco Daily. I would like to let you
know that Aboutcamp BtoB is shipped all
over the world to the RV industry (technical
director, designers, purchasing managers,
product managers). If you wish to receive
your personal copy of the magazine, please
write us at: info@aboutcamp.eu
Antonio Mazzucchelli
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First sight: new Iveco Daily

Sven Ludwig, product marketing of
commercial vehicles at Ford
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Giovanni Marcon is the new
Bürtsner Managing Director
With effect from 1 January 2014, Giovanni
Marcon has been appointed to the Board of
Directors of Bürstner GmbH. He is replacing former
sales director Klaus-Peter Bolz, who after nearly 20
years is stepping down from the helm of the company at his own wish to devote more attention to
personal interests. Mr Bolz will continue to advise
the company as an internal consultant.
More news on “faces and careers” on page 6

Focus on

NEW FORD TRANSIT

Yes, he can!
Words Jörg Nullmeyer / Claus-Detlev Bues
Pictures Jörg Nullmeyer / Trigano /Ford

ith the "big" Transit, Ford completes the renewal of its
commercial vehicle range. Since the Transit Custom successfully runs in the one-ton payload class for about a
year, the Transit fills in the category up to two tons of payload. A first
look confirms: the new Transit looks American. With the large radiator grille and the steep engine hood it occurs brawny, reminiscent of
american pick-up trucks and vans. This is not surprising, after all, the
Transit is designed as a "world car" and should be offered to all global markets under the "One Ford" strategy. In the U.S., the new
member fo the Ford family will replace the successful Economy series.
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Huge variety from the start
As always, the Transit comes with a huge range of variants. Two roof
heights excluding high roofs, three wheelbases and five lengths,
including the pure chassis there will be available, including for the
first time a version with an extra long wheelbase and extended chassis for bodies of five meters in length. The Ford Transit is available in
four models: The spacious, capable van. The roomy, comfortable
wagon. The rugged and versatile chassis cab and the cutaway with
convenient direct cab-to-body access. From hauling cargo to transporting passengers, the Ford Transit does it all. In the lower weight
classes the Transit passes with front-wheel drive, the larger versions
are rear-wheel drive, but all-wheel drive versions will be also available.

First impressions
In addition to the basic version will be the better equipped Trend.
Both versions have reached passenger car level in the cockpit, though
a lot of hard plastic characterize the massive dashboard and the door
panels. Even before the first test drive one thing is clear: the cramped
conditions in the cab of the transit are a thing of the past. According
to the motto "Here and there a few more inches" the windshield is
significantly larger, the headroom has been improved by the slightly
bulkier cab. The sitting position at the wheel is excellent. In the
seventh generation the Transit provides enough space on the wellshaped seats. The time of torment for tall drivers is over. In addition
to the more airy interior width and the greater headroom the new
steering wheel can be adjusted in height and depth. The cabin is very
practical equipped. Although the instrument panel and the controls
appear bulky but in a modern design. Commendable are the practical storage space, cup holders, bottle compartments and the roof
console with several compartments which extends over the entire
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Open picture and above: the new
Ford Transit with dual rear wheel,
assembled in Kansas City, Missouri.
Below, starting from the right: the
new Ford Transit we tested on the
road in Spain (EL Prat de Llobregat).
In the middle the single rear wheel
version. Here at the left: the cabin is
reinforced with boron steel for more
safety.
In the next page: the first motorhome
on the new Ford – a Chausson
Welcome 718 from Trigano Group,
France, in the cabin: many functions
can be controlled without taking your
hands off the wheel.
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Focus on

NEW FORD TRANSIT

width of the vehicle. A good idea is storage space under the front
passenger seat which offers a lot of space even for additional batteries.

Positive driving impressions
The engine range of the new transit remains largely unchanged. The
2.2-liter diesel, made in cooperation with PSA, is available in three
power levels with 74 kW/100 hp, 92 kW/125 hp and 114 kW/155
hp. Ford plans its own engines, which will meet the Euro 6 standard.
The offer has been extended to the frugal Econetic versions. By pressing a button, the standard consumption can be lowered to 6.4 liters
per 100 kilometers (15.6 km/l or 36.6 miles/gallon). The developers
at Ford reached their goal and reduced the operational costs significantly. But with shorter maintenance and longer service intervals
(two years or 50,000 km) and the tco (total cost of ownership) is also
reduced drastically. Aboutcamp BtoB did several test drives with the
two biggest engine versions. With 350 and 385 Newton meters of
torque they performed their task solid and tidy. Striking was the unsightly turbo lag in the lower rpm-range of the 155 hp engine.
However, this was a near-series prototype. According to Ford, the
geometry of the turbocharger is to be adapted to the series start with
more precision. The new Transit also scores in the technical details.
High-strength boron steel in the beams of the cabin provides more
safety and greater torsional stiffness. Driver assistance systems offer
extra safety and a significantly higher travel comfort.
In summary, one must say that the new Ford Transit has what it takes
to contender. More space, more safety, significantly higher comfort
and the many variants in the drive and chassis speak for themselves.
A successful design and low operating costs make the Transit for
mobile home owners and therefore for the motorhome industry.

Interview: Sven Ludwig
Sven Ludwig is responsible for product marketing of commercial vehicles. Therefore he
is an important partner for the european rv manufacturers. With the new Transit, Ford
wants to reconquer important market shares in the motorhome industry. On the edge of
the product launch, Aboutcamp BtoB had an exclusive interview with Sven Ludwig
Words and pictures Jörg Nullmeyer
What are the key features and improvements on the new Transit?
The new Ford Transit has over 350 possible
combinations and the cargo space could be
increased up to ten percent. The standard,
new ESP offers convenient features such as the
newly added curve control. At excessive speed
in turns, the engine power is reduced and
understeer decreased by selective braking. The
new adaptive cruise control with Forward
Collision Warning keeps the desired range
even when the vehicle ahead slows down. If
the system calculates that the situation could
lead to a collision, the driver is alerted both
audibly and visually. Simultaneously, the brake
system pressure is increased in order to shorten
the response time.
What makes the Transit interesting for
motorhome manufacturers?
The new transit benefits from an improved
space in the driver and passenger area including more headroom. The approximately ten
centimeters larger windshield allows better
visibility. Comfort, a large variety of equipment
and the new interior design convey a car-like
feeling. A significantly lower noise level and an
improved seating comfort are further advantages of the vehicle. Innovations from the passenger car sector such as lane assist with driver
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alert system or the connectivity system Ford
Sync can be ordered optionally. Especially the
emergency assistant is interesting for the camper abroad or in remote areas. In case of an
emergency the system sends a message to the
next emergency call center in the national language, including the exact GPS position. With
camper package we are also geared towards
the specific needs of the motorhome manufacturer. This includes the interface electrics, the
tap for the fuel heating and a side exiting
exhaust system. Due to the diversity and the
drive fuel-efficient engines with high torque,
we offer a solution for every building purpose.
What special chassis variants there will be
for the RV industry? Is a collaboration
with other producers like AL-KO planned?
In addition to self-supporting chassis with rearand all-wheel drive, a low-frame chassis with
front-wheel drive from 3.5 to 4.1 tons maximum permissible weight is available. We also
offer van with front-wheel drive and high roof
to an interior height of 2.10 meters (6.9 ft).
Also planned is a cowl and a L5-variant with
extra-long wheelbase and frame extension
with a length of about 7.5 meters (24.6 ft).
Currently, no cooperation with other manufacturers is planned, but we are always open for
requests.

Engines using alternative energy sources
are an ongoing issue. In addition to the
hybrid drive, the use of LPG / CNG can
reduce the environmental impact. What
activities exist on this topic in your company?
Of course we also deal with this topic and
watch the market very carefully. However, the
strategic considerations in our group are not
yet completed. But in the commercial and the
caravaning sector most of our customers
demand diesel engines. For this reason we put
great importance to a very low fuel consumption and CO2 emissions which significantly
reduces the operating costs. The Econetic
model with a medium wheelbase has the classleading combined fuel consumption of 6.4
liters per hundred kilometers (15.6 km/litre or
36.6 miles/gallon) at 169 grams of CO2 per
kilometer.

News

MARKET & PRODUCTS

New Daily 2014: the third generation
totally redesigned vehicle that satisfies all the needs of light commercial
vehicle transport: from a robust chassis
cab to a more spacious van with improved
manoeuvrability.
The third generation of the Iveco Daily,
which will soon make its arrival in markets
across Europe, will be presented in June
2014. This entirely new vehicle is the result
of the perfect blend between tradition
and innovation. The vehicle is manufactured at plants in Suzzara, Italy and
Valladolid, Spain, two facilities where
Iveco has recently made significant investments in upgrading its production line
technology. The new Daily still retains its
classic ladder frame chassis structure,
which ensures strength, flexibility, and
long-term durability, as well as greater
ease of configuration for chassis cab
models, but there are also numerous new
features that the Daily 2014 offers Iveco
customers. The company’s planning
efforts concentrated on both versions,
chassis cab and van. On the van in particular, performance from every aspect in
terms of handling and carrying capacity
has been improved, thanks to optimised
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load volumes, and ease of use with a more
accessible cargo bed. The van’s capacity
has been improved through the reassessment of the relationship between wheelbase, overall length, and the length of the
cargo bed. This gives way to the new 18
and 20 m3 models (best in class for volume) and the 11 m3 model (best in class for
cargo efficiency - an index that measures
the relationship between the length of the
loading compartment with the total
length of the vehicle). Thanks to the new
design, with elongated wheelbases and a
shortened rear overhang, the new Daily
guarantees excellent driveability without
compromising its well-known agility in
tight spaces. All models up to 3.5 tonnes
are equipped with new front suspensions,
which afford excellent control of the vehicle and allow for an improvement in comfort and for the maximum possible load
capacity. A new rear suspension layout has
been designed for single wheel drive
models that decreases the height of the
loading platform by an estimated 55 millimetres, thereby simplifying loading and
unloading operations. The third generation of the Daily is strongly oriented

towards businesses, delivering more than
a 5% fuel consumption saving compared
with the previous model. This is combined
with a significant improvement in Total
Cost of Ownership for the vehicle, together with best in class performance and a
wide choice of engines, transmissions and
axle ratios.
The on-board experience has also been
greatly improved with a cabin that offers
new levels of comfort and noise insulation, guaranteeing the same driving position and feel that is typical of a high-performing automobile. Interior ergonomics
(at the top of the range in their category)
accompany greater soundproofing, a
more efficient air conditioning system and
excellent driver comfort for all load conditions. Strong by nature, versatile, and easy
to drive, and also attractive thanks to its
fresh and modern styling, the new Daily is
the most concrete illustration of the continuous improvement of a product that has
been a key player in the history of light
commercial vehicle transport for more
than 35 years. The new Daily will be available through Iveco dealerships across
Europe starting in June.

The new Prostor
E-bike Lift
he PROSTOR E-bike lift finally gives a solution to transport the E-bikes in a convenient way. The platform of
the E-Bike Lift can be lowered to the ground so there is no
need to raise the bikes yourself.
The E-bike lift operates with an integrated 12V motor with
override for emergency operation. The maximum load is 60
kg which corresponds with 2 E-bikes or 4 normal bikes.
This patented E-bike Lift is available as from 2nd Quarter of
2014. The E-Bike Lift is completely manufactured in
Belgium. More info on www.prostor.be

T
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Faces and careers

Hobby
Manfred Taedcke
New Senior Vice
President of Sales and
Marketing
follows Holger Schulz

Associazione
Produttori Camper
Jan De Haas
New President
follows Paolo Bicci

Bürstner

Knaus Tabbert

Giovanni Marcon
Gerd Adamietzki
Board of Directors
New sales director
follows Klaus-Peter
Bolz

Knaus Tabbert

Caravan Salon

Werner Vaterl
Düsseldorf
New technical director Stefan Koschke
New Project Director
follows Helmut
Winkler

Strategic expansion of Hobby Group
he Hobby Group with headquarters in Schleswig-Holstein which incorporates
both leading manufacturers of caravans and motorhomes – HobbyWohnwagenwerk Ing. Harald Striewski GmbH in Fockbek and Fendt-Caravan GmbH
in Mertingen (Bavaria) – has strategically expanded with the establishment of the company Formlight GmbH in Warburg (North Rhine-Westphalia). Formlight GmbH specialises in the manufacture of wrapped profiles and furniture parts as well as parts for
interior construction and manufactures important components needed by Hobby and
Fendt for the manufacture of caravans and motorhomes. The company was established with the takeover of the manufacturing facilities and employees of the insolvent
Formatec GmbH. The formation of this new company is a further element in the strategic orientation of the Hobby Group and increases constructive and manufacturing
independence in caravan and motorhome production. The managing director of
Formlight GmbH is Michael Striewski (53) who is employed as qualified engineer at
Europe’s leading caravan manufacturer, Hobby-Wohnwagenwerk. Michael Striewski
assumes the position of the Formlight managing director in addition to his position as
management assistant at Hobby.
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Michael Striewski

Thetford introduces a new fridge N3140
his new fridge is a valuable and unique addition to
the latest successfully introduced N3000 series.
Remarkable is the contradictory fact of size and volume.
The fridge is only 418mm wide compared to the standard
525mm, but the volume is still big with over 140 L and a
15L freezer (which means space for at least 2 pizzas). The
height is increased to 1500 mm to perfectly fit the standard height of the majority of the RV’s, regardless of a
wheel arch. It shows just how strong the development
skills and knowledge are at Thetford. Not only is the size
remarkable. The drawer is a great concept for a caravan
or camper to easily store and take out bottles. There is
space for 6 x 2L bottles or a combination of bottles and
other food thanks to the bottle retainer, which also prevents your bottles from moving around. There is a design
with an external (N3141) and internal drawer (N3142).
We also offer a choice between blue or white bins. It will always fit the design and requirements of the
vehicle. The LED version is now also available in the user friendly automatic power source selection, the E+. The battery pack of the
N3000 series is compatible to this new E+ fridge.

T
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Filippi Legnami: the new facility
ilippi Legnami, in partnership with Giorgio Levoni, has just opened the
new facility for panels with melamine finish and enhanced the department for digital printing, which today produces 4000m2 a day. An allItalian technology, the embossing press, together with digital printing, can
be addressed, in addition to the motorhome industry, to the customization
of floors, doors and furniture according to the needs of customers in every
manufacturing business, combining an extreme production flexibility with
highly innovative results – which is a great attraction especially for the
world of design.
Finally, Filippi
Legnami
has
been
much
involved in the
production of
composite and
s a n d w i c h
panels and in
the and application with polyurethane glues
of the laminate
directly
onto
aluminum,
aiming especially the marine
industry.
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Truma opened an office
in Elkhart
ruma, the leading European RV component supplier and recipient of
the award “Top 100” most innovative medium-sized companies in
Germany, has entered the North American market and now offers “more
comfort on the move.”
“With our office and warehouse in Elkhart, we are right in the heart of
American RV business and close to important OEM customers”, says
Gerhard “Gary” Hundsberger, President of Truma Corp. “The company was
founded in 1949 and named after U.S. President Harry S. Truman. Through
the Marshall Plan for economic recovery following the end of World War II,
President Truman made it possible for Germany to become industrialized.
That’s why in Truman’s honor, the company founder Philipp Kreis called his
business Truma,” explains Hundsberger. Kreis developed the first certified RV
heater for Europe in 1961, paving the way for Truma’s success story. Today,
the family-owned company offers a wide range of products for heating, air
conditioning, water systems, propane and power supply as well as maneuvering systems
for travel trailers.
Truma opened an
office in Elkhart,
Indiana:
Truma Corp: 825
East Jackson Blvd
- Elkhart, IN
46516 - 1 (855)
55-TRUMA
info@trumacorp.com
www.truma.com
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Europe RV market
in 2013
he European leisure vehicle market suffered a
5.5 percent sales loss in 2013 relative to the
prior year, with 138,390 new vehicles sold. Only the
Norwegian, German and UK markets were able to
maintain the sales levels of 2012. The unfavorable
market conditions in many European countries
posed a major challenge for the European leisure
vehicle industry as a whole in 2013. Initial ECF figures show that both motor caravan and caravan sales
are increasingly suffering the adverse effects of
Europe’s weak economy. In Europe as a whole, new
motor caravan sales were down 3.1 percent in 2013,
to a total of 71,016 units sold; caravan sales slipped
7.9 percent relative to the prior year, to 67,374
units. Sales results were positive solely in Norway,
Germany and the UK, where sales figures from 2012
were matched in 2013. In 2013, Germany continued
to be the European market leader for new leisure
vehicle sales. With 41,474 new caravans and motor
caravans sold last year, Germany was once again
ahead of the UK and France, where sales amounted
to 28,540 and 23,712 units respectively. “We already expressed concerns in early 2013 about the
increasingly problematic market conditions and projected that the few markets where sales were relatively strong would not be able to compensate for the
severe sales declines in European nations whose economies are in crisis. The German market had a stabilizing effect in this regard,” noted Hans‐Karl
Sternberg, General Secretary of the European
Caravan Federation (ECF).
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USA RV market
in 2013
V wholesale shipments finished 2013 on a
four-year high note with a total of 321,127
units shipped, a gain of 12.4% over the 2012 yearend total of 285,749 units, according to RVIA’s
December survey of RV manufacturers.
This was nearly twice the annual total of 2009
(165,700 units) and marked the fourth consecutive
annual increase since the end of the last recession
for the RV industry.
Towable units ended the year at 282,795 units, a
9.8% increase over the 257,551 units shipped in
2012. Motorhomes surged to a 35.9% gain in
2013, registering 38,332 units against the 28,198
units the previous year.
The 321,127 unit total also bettered the year-end
projection of 316,300 units provided by Dr. Richard
Curtin in the Winter 2013 issue of RV Roadsigns,
RVIA’s quarterly forecasting newsletter.
“The strong growth seen in the RV market in 2013
is due to a combination of the clear-cut affinity consumers have for RV travel and ownership coupled
with strengthening economic conditions that have
seen rising home and stock values, the improved
availability of credit, and continued gains in job and
incomes combine to boost consumer confidence,”
said RVIA President Richard Coon.

R
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Overview

CHASSIS CAB

Europe trends
The Fiat Ducato, which is preparing to introduce a cosmetic upgrade in 2014, is the undisputed leader in chassis used for recreational vehicles. Having waited a long time to launch its new version, the Ford Transit is on
the contrary losing ground. The Renault Master, adopted in Italy and Slovenia, has also aroused a great deal
of interest. Mercedes and Iveco display modest numbers, but represent the top of their class and are installed on the most prestigious models. Last but not least come the premium vehicles which adopt M.A.N., Iveco
Eurocargo and Mercedes-Benz Atego
Words Michel Vuillermoz

n Europe, Fiat Ducato
undoubtedly accounts
for the lion’s share of
the market, being the most
adopted chassis throughout
the

I

continent,
and the only
one used just as easily on vans to 9 meter long maxi motorhomes. Such a leading position
was acquired thanks to a judicious mix of marketing policies
combined with its easy transformation, and the widespread availability of versions
for both chassis (long high
chassis, low Camping-Car
Special or low AL-KO cab chassis)
and engines, with much interest shown for
the 148 hp 2.3 Multijet TGV, combining
lightweight design and performance, as an
alternative to the more powerful but heavier
3.0 Multijet Power.
For vans, the Fiat Ducato facilitates the vehicle’s outfitting, given the width of the body
and linear load floor design, while for paneled models the widened 1,980 mm rear track
has by now become widespread everywhere.
It is interesting to note that chassis tend to
vary depending on the price bracket: long
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high chassis for entry level models
(with an attic roof and lately even
integrated “low-cost” models),
a low Camping-Car Special for
mid to upper-middle range vehicles, the AL-KO AMC for upper
end and premium models, often
with a Heavy chassis and an overall
mass of up to 5 tons. The Ducato is
the product of the joint Fiat/PSA project,
boasting two brothers that are almost twins,
the Peugeot Boxer and Citroen
Jumper. They are twins in
terms of the chassis, layout,
design and components,
although they differ in engi-

automatic transmission on the three more
powerful engine options (130, 150 and 180
hp): this accessory is increasingly in demand,
above all in high-end models.
Fiat is now preparing to launch the next
generation Ducato: it will feature a limited
restyling of the interiors, but a highly redesigned front end, updated with the insertion
of new headlights that include DRL Led headlamps and a new grille, while the cabin will
remain substantially unchanged. Lastly,
under the hood we’re expected to see the
new Euro6 engines, replacing the current
Euro5+.

Ford Transit: a two-year wait
The chassis market is feverish with expectation: it’s time for the official debut of the
highly awaited next generation Ford Transit,
unveiled at the Birmingham 2012 Show and

ne
mount
(with the exception of the 177 hp 3.0
Multijet Power/3.0 HDI). Indeed, the lesser
units are entirely different: Fiat uses the
130 hp 2.3 Multijet and 148 hp 2.3
Multijet TGV from the Fiat Powertrain,
whereas Peugeot and Citroen make use of
two units designed in partnership with
Ford, both 2.2 liter engines providing 130
and 150 hp. In addition, Fiat is the only
manufacturer offering Comfort-Matic

intended to pick up the baton from the
generation born in 2000 and restyled in
2006. Entirely redesigned in terms of style
and technical content, the new Transit will
re-propose the remarkable versatility that
made it so successful, offering versions with
front-wheel drive, rear, rear twin and allwheel drive. A chassis that was a long time
coming, perhaps even too long, and which
will be assigned the arduous task of earning
back the ranking lost in recent years by the
previous generation. The delayed renewal of
the Transit and consequent loss of commercial attractiveness of this chassis ended up
leaving room for other competitors, with a
sort of division between the further growth
of the Fiat Ducato, which also increased its
market share in the entry-level vehicles segment, and the timid debut of the Renault
Master, developed alongside the Opel
Movano and Nissan NV400, but snubbed,
until now, by the large manufacturers.

Strada) for integrated vans in the mid-high to
high-end ranges. Rapido is an exception,
having boldly decided to also propose a
Mercedes chassis on the economical 8M
series, thus allowing for the purchase of a
motorhome on a Sprinter 316 CDI with a
163 hp engine from just over 65,000 euros.
The other brands appear to have opted for
the twin version (519 CDI) which, with an
overall mass of 5,300 kg and 190 hp V6
engine and automatic transmission (the
renowned 7G-Tronic with 7 gears + manual
gear shifting), is currently one of the best
solutions available on the market. The
Sprinter 519 CDI chassis is the
choice of the high-end range
manufactured by Pilote,
Rapido, LeVoyageur,
Hymer and Frankia,

torque of 470 Nm, even though the nonabsence of an automatic gearbox, a must for
today’s luxury vehicles, still makes many
buyers lean towards the less powerful 170
hp 3.0 in conjunction with Agile automatic
transmission. Launched in 1999, and subsequently restyled in 2006, 2009 and 2011,
the current Daily generation will soon be
replaced by the new Daily: an entirely new
generation, unique and designed to combine
the traditional values of robustness and reliability typical of Iveco cabs with new technologies and performances, in terms of power,
fuel efficiency and travelling comfort.

MAN, Iveco and Mercedes
in the Premium range
Moving up to the next category, premium
vehicles are dominated by the M.A.N. TGL
chassis, with its 4 and 5 cylinder engines
providing up to 280 hp, whereas the Iveco

Renault Master: a faint success
Equipped with 125 and 150 hp 2.3 DCI engines, the Master has some interesting features (among which are the availability of
either front or rear-wheel drive), but has not
met with the success the French manufacturer expected. In fact, almost four years after
its launch, the Master has garnered the preference of a limited number of large manufacturers (Arca, Aiesistem and Rimor in Italy,

Adria
in Slovenia, Hobby in
Germany), as well as a discrete number of
smaller manufacturers of pure campers (La
Strada, Helix Camper, Font Vendome), but
remains a marginal presence capable of
occupying almost solely the long caravan
and van segments. For their part, the
Mercedes-Benz and Iveco chassis have a
marginal presence, reserved above all for
more prestigious designs, and increasingly
focused on vehicles with an overall mass of
5.0 to 7.5 tons.

Mercedes Sprinter: attractive
to the French and Germans
Recently refurbished with new BlueTec Euro6
engines, the Sprinter boasts a constant stream of admirers, above all in France and
Germany, where it is adopted by a variety of
builders
(including
Bavaria,
Pilote,
LeVoyageur, Rapido, Frankia, Hymer and La

and has found unexpected admirers overseas, thanks to the giant Winnebago, which
has made use of this chassis for its integrated
Via and View range (long cab and attic roof).
The combination of Sprinter mechanics and
the AL-KO AMC cab chassis, bringing together the benefits of rear-wheel drive and the
guaranteed stability of a lower center of gravity: a costly solution that is currently used
only by Frankia (on its 6400
and 6800 models). The
Sprinter is also available in
a dual-axis version, also a
lowered AL-KO: with an overall mass of 6 tons, it is currently adopted exclusively by
Pilote for their flagship Frankia and RMB ranges.

Iveco: the king of the over
5 ton cabs
The undisputed king of the premium range is
the Iveco Daily: having almost disappeared in
the 3.5 ton version, proposed solely by Laika
(5 models, of which 3 feature an attic roof
and 2 are integrated) and Arca (2 attic roofed), this chassis owns the lion’s share of the
5 ton chassis market, where it effectively has
no competitors or alternatives, and where,
thanks to the expert changes by the
German specialist Meier, it
now equips vehicles up to
10.6 meters in length with an
overall mass of up to 7,490 kg,
including with a rear auto garage.
The new 205 hp 3.0 TwinTurbo intercooled engine has been garnering increased
consensus, the most powerful 4 cylinder in
its category, capable of harnessing a driving

Eurocargo
chassis is slightly less popular. For its part, the
Mercedes-Benz Atego is an elite chassis, only
recently available on the Concorde Liner Plus
line, but a historic choice for some German
manufacturers, including VarioMobil. Other
high-end manufacturers offer the MercedesBenz Actros, M.A.N. TGM and T.G.A., and
Volvo chassis (Concorde Centurion 1200,
Ketterer Continental, STX, Volkner Mobil).

Transporter, Viano, Trafic
and Vivaro among the smaller
vehicles
Full-time vehicles are in a world of their own,
with essentially three main players: in addition to the timeless Volkswagen Transporter,
the heir to the legendary Bulli, the MercedesBenz Viano – only recently replaced by the all
new luxurious V Class – has made a big
sweep,
whereas its Renault Trafic and Opel Vivaro
counterparts are less popular, being the choice of smaller French and German manufacturers, along with the Italian Helix Camper.
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Bartolacci design - Via Lisbona , 7/A - 50065 Pontassieve (Firenze)
+39 055 8345116 - www.bartolaccidesign.it - info@bartolaccidesign.it

Ten years of innovation
Bartolacci Design celebrates its tenth year of operation in 2014. The Florentine company, established in 2005,
is specialized in the production of LED lighting for recreational vehicles
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

Andrea Bartolacci, CEO

2013 was a very important year for
Bartolacci Design because once again
we have renewed our commitment to
improvement and offering our customers
innovative and high quality products, where
quality also means assistance and flexibility,”
says Andrea Bartolacci, the owner. “This
means being able to react immediately to
every kind of problem and accommodate the
customers’ requests for a great variety of
technical variations. In addition, we have
focused on rendering our internal management increasingly attentive to the needs of
the market. For example, we have improved
delivery times for our ongoing customer relationships. We have invested huge amounts
of capital in order to industrialise our products and produce them directly within the
company. In addition, we have abandoned
the trade name Tecnoled by Bartolacci
Design, which is superfluous since the company and the Bartolacci Design brand already existed. Over the past two years, the
Tecnoled line has focused on home and professional lighting systems. To further reinforce our corporate mission – aimed exclusively
at motorhomes and caravans – we have
abandoned the old brand and retained only
the name Bartolacci Design as a guarantee of
reliability, quality and professionalism.
Manufacturers know that for ten years now
Bartolacci Design has set the standard in this
sector, offering innovation, design and
technology”.
Bartolacci Design has always paid great
attention to the perfect combination of
technology and design. Its most distinctive
line – the Plexy line – is designed to be
mounted as original equipment and makes
available a wide range of customizations, not
only regarding the forms but also the materials, and includes mirror, satin finish, opaline
and transparent elements. Style, taste,
technology and refined production represent
the strength of this line of primary and
secondary ceiling lighting chosen by manu-
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facturers of motorhomes from all across
Europe.
“Our products are genuinely Made in Italy,”
continues Andrea Bartolacci, “with the
exception of the LEDs, that is, the Japanese
Micropower of Citizens and the SMD 5630
built in China, but their colour temperature is
certified and guaranteed. The rest of the processing is carried out in Italy with Italian components. This is a point of pride for us, and
we want to offer manufacturers impeccable
quality and a high level of product customization. In our company we have equipment
for the laser cutting of plexiglass, which
allows us to create any shape and customization we want, but also to experiment with
new solutions such as, for example, the com-

bination of materials like wood and leather.
We currently use 18 different ABS injection
moulds to manufacture the external parts of
our spotlights. We control all the phases of
production and, unlike others, we do not
test the products by sampling – instead, we
test and certify all of our spotlights. For us,
responsiveness to the demands of our customers is very important, and we are structured in a flexible way, able to respond quickly
to any and all requests of the manufacturers
of motorhomes by increasing production
volumes – without, of course, decreasing the
quality of our products. Since we do not
leave anything to chance, we have designed
a special kind of packaging in eco-friendly
cardboard, in which the spotlights are arran-

Contacts:
Sales Manager: Claudio Paolini
claudio.paolini@bartolaccidesign.it

ged in an orderly manner and in a shockproof position.”
Among the best-selling products of
Bartolacci Design is the “Replace” line, consisting of modules designed to replace traditional light bulbs (halogen, incandescent,
neon lights) with modern LED technology:
the markets have rewarded this innovation
and allowed Bartolacci Design to achieve
excellent results in just a few years, also in
the aftermarket. The “Spotlight with arm”
line consists of spotlights with bodies attached to a flexible arm (FLEX), or to a rigid
articulated arm (NDA), which are recommended when the orientation of the light source
is essential to improving the comfort of both
the living environment and the sleeping area.
The “External spotlights” and “Recessed
spotlights” lines use current LED technology
and conform to the standards used now for
years in recreational vehicles. The “Linear
lamps” line was primarily designed for
under-cabinet lighting. There are various
types and they differ in the type of light
generated: diffused or semi-diffused, in
warm, cool or neutral white.
“Today Bartolacci Design Lighting Systems
are mounted on the vehicles of the leading
manufacturers of recreational vehicles in
Europe,” says Andrea Bartolacci. “Our
growth has been gradual, constant, and is
the result of a serious and passionate commitment, entirely focused on service and
quality. “In the world of LEDs, we make a difference” is the slogan of our company, to
underline the attention we pay to the search
for ever more advanced technologies and
advanced quality control systems. We have
extensive experience in the customization of
products and we want to be not just a supplier for manufacturers of motor homes, but
also a technical and strategic partner in the
design of exclusive lighting systems”.

In the words of Claudio Paolini
Sales Manager, Bartolacci Design

have been with Bartolacci Design for one year, but I have substantial experience in
the field of recreational vehicles and have worked for many years in companies operating in this sector. I am responsible for all markets and act as a bridge between the
client and our design office. In fact, we specialize in product customization and we are
able to create forms, add logos and design specific products for our OEM clients. This is
the added value that sets us apart from other companies who merely distribute standard
Claudio Paolini, Sales Manager
products “Made in China.” For us, quality is essential. Our electronics are designed and
sized for recreational vehicle applications and all of our LEDs are selected in order to have
the same colour temperature and are guaranteed. Customer service is one of our priorities. Service is offered not only to our professional clients, but also to the end user, who for years has known he can contact us by phone to take advantage of an exclusive after sales
service. Besides, we have established an important tradition in the aftermarket, where our Replace line has created a true revolution.
Now that most motorhomes mount LED lighting as standard equipment, we are thinking about an upgrade to Replace, with interesting
developments that we will reveal in the near future. One of the key factors for success in the field of LED lighting today is the price. The
market is flooded with low-quality Chinese products offered at very aggressive prices. We have managed to create a very competitive
price structure while maintaining the quality and design that have been at the root of the success of our company over the past ten
years.
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Expanding Trento headquarters
CBE Group’s main headquarters is growing. It will gain a new technical laboratory for simulations and testing
electronic components, equipment for the graphical customization of plastics, and an additional capacious
fully equipped warehouse
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

Bruno Conci, CEO of CBE

BE keeps expanding. The group is
optimizing its workflows and warehousing logistics and further enhancing its professional service for OEM customers through personalized testing and simulation stations.
Obtained by adding a storey to the Trento
factory, the new operational area spans
1000 sq m (10,750 sq ft). 60% will be used
for warehousing and the rest as a technical
lab for testing and inspecting CBE’s electronics products on custom-designed simulation
stations. The testing department’s new facilities will include a third cutting-edge in-circuit
test machine. Also planned are a department
for painting and personalizing plastics and a
packing area.
“Our headquarters-expansion project had
been on the agenda for some time,” comments CBE CEO Bruno Conci. “In this market
phase, customers have changed tack. They
do not want their goods stuck in a warehouse; they order at the last minute; and, naturally, they expect superb-quality products. To
offer an even more comprehensive service,
we have decided to install fixed testbeds
dedicated to personalizing products to our

C
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customers’ specific requirements. These stations directly simulate installations on recreational vehicles, enabling us not only to test
each product easily but also to respond swiftly and agilely to any requests for change.
The stations are at our customers’ disposal
for as long as it takes to complete their project”.
The new storage facility is designed not only
to meet legal standards but also to be environmentally friendly. It extensively uses wood
from certified forests and highly effective
insulating panels. The wood walls are
120 mm thick, insulated with ecofriendly
Fermacell gypsum fibreboard sheets, and

Contacts:
Dorian Sosi - Sales Manager Italia - d.sosi@cbe.it
Paolo Moiola - Sales Manager Export - p.moiola@cbe.it

CBE milestones
1976 - CBE Srl, based in the north of Italy, is established by the
current owner and managing director Mr. Bruno Conci. He starts
his work in the caravanning industry producing electric systems
and electronic devices with a company employing 4-5 people.
1990 - CBE moves to the new premises in Lamar di Gardolo, 83
(Trento), bought with a leasing contract and still owned by the
company. In this period CBE owns 1000 m² for the production line
and offices.
2000 - CBE is UNI EN ISO 9001 certified
2003 - Steady increase in turnover translates into CBE's decision
to buy a land lot of over 4500 m² where the new premises are
built (over 2800 m²)
2009 - CBE buys out the majority share of LCE, a company specialised in the production of wiring harnesses based in Arco di Trento
(Italy), less than 40 Km from CBE's main premises. The LCE controlled company owns a total area of 900 m².

they have an air space and a 100-mm outer
covering. The roof, too, has been meticulously insulated. It has double (inner and outer)
boarding, air ventilation, and 100 mm of
insulation. More photovoltaic panels will be
fitted to the roof, adding 30 kW to the existing 20 kW power-generation capacity, enabling CBE to become self-sufficient in energy.
The large triple-glazed north-facing windows
in the testing and laboratory area provide
excellent daytime lighting. There is also a
large tank collects rainwater, which will be
used to water the lawn.
“The new graphical-customization facility is

2011 - CBE starts building a new building for LCE which will be
completed and running by the end of the year with an overall surface of 1500 m².
CBE improves and extends its production capacity in the wiring
industry starting SCT, a new company based in Tunisia in the
Soliman district, near Hammamet.
CBE purchases a new Flying Probe machine for electronic circuits
testing which can carry out more precise and rapid tests.
2012 - CBE inaugurates the new plant of LCE in Arco (Trentino)
dedicated to the manufacture of wiring harnesses and with a total
surface area of 1,500 m².
Today, CBE holds a share of approximately 30% of the European
market and supplies more than 20,000 motorhomes per year with
its electrical and electronic equipments. More than 85% of its turnover derives from exports.

very important for us, too,” continues Bruno
Conci. “We shall be able to paint the plastics
and, moreover, offer pad printing – to print
words, logos and all kinds of symbols, even
in colour, on any regular or irregular surface.
We shall take plain buttons, frames and
modules and print labels on them ourselves,
without having to discard ready prepared
plastics just because an icon, a word or some
other detail has changed. And we shall be
able to customize our products for motorhome and caravan manufacturers even further,
offering switches, controls and sockets with
dedicated symbols and graphics”.
The new warehouse has a broad access ramp
for lorries to unload. All the necessary raw
materials will be stored in the new 400-sq-m
area, which will also have a mezzanine floor.
The existing warehouse will hold finished
products only – those coming in from affiliate group companies or external suppliers as
well as those made in the Trento factory.
“Actually,” continues Bruno Conci, “we had
already planned to raise the building in
2000. Unfortunately, though, the anti-sei-

smic legislation has become more stringent
since. After the earthquake in Emilia
Romagna, to meet the new standards, we
had to do extra work on the existing warehouse, digging down to reinforce the foundations. Now we have a truly earthquakeresistant HQ, but the costs were significant
and forced us to delay this project slightly”.

Company Profile

W

ith a history of more than 38
years, CBE is a leading company in Europe in the sector of electrical and electronic systems for
recreational vehicles and boats.
Based in Trento, CBE is a design
partner for motorhomes and caravan manufacturers all over the
world, drawing up personalised
solutions which involve all aspects
of the on board electrical systems:
from control panels to distribution
boxes, from battery chargers to tankprobes, sockets, switches, up to
complete wiring of the vehicle.
Quality, reliability and safety are
constants in the way CBE -UNI EN
ISO 9001:2000 certified- operates.
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One fastener, three applications
CTA Srl presents its new accessory which consolidates pay-off performing evolution in motorhome
luggage racks
Words Mauro Nogarin

he new fastener is the perfect combination between design and the
multiple applications that can be
made inside an RV. The new fasteners are
made of anodized aluminum, with protective covers at both ends, guaranteeing great
mechanical resistance due to its internal geometry.
The fastener can be secured with screws on
a central axis from the outside, making it a
perfect for aftermarket sales and installation
or the manufacturer can secure it on the inside of the vehicle, thus making the fastening

T

screws invisible.
The great advantage to manufacturers lies in
that the same fastener can be installed in

three different applications, for TV brackets,
luggage racks or as a motorcycle anchoring
device.

For the first application, the fastener is screwed into the interior wall with special
screws included in the kit. Along the central axis, the TV bracket can be moved vertically until finding the desired position for
the end user.

For the second application, the tracks can
be placed as a luggage rack. The modern
automotive design is modern and refined
and adaptable to all the latest RV models.
Thanks to the modular structure of the CTA
luggage rack, this is extremely versatile and
allows for multiple configurations to fit the
available roof space and needs of campers.
This modular configuration represents the
evolution of previous models and offers
further fastening systems.

The third application that CTA offers for
the first time is the ability to use the kit as
a motorcycle anchoring system by installation on the floor or wall of a garage.
This profile works with special tie-downs
that can be applied directly to the guide,
without forcing the camper do this from
the ends of the profile to add anchor
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points between the rings that are already in
place. This advantage ensures the safety of
the bike also for closing the tie-down to
soften. The same tie-down rings allows for
the passage of cables, elastic springs or
nuts needed to adjust the bracket on the
rail system with sliding adjustable positioning, by pressing lightly on it.

Contacts:
Dario Bellezze - Sales Manager
dario@ctapomezia.it

CTA & Partners Service

or over 30 years CTA has dedicated itself to designing components for safety belt installation, which adapt to the interiors of some of the world’s best known automobile manufacturers such as: Iveco, Fiat, Renault, Citroen, Peugeot and Mercedes-Benz. The front
end and anti movement structures developed by the technical offices of CTA provide the maximum level of versatility with over 2,500 different applications and compatibility with the Truma,
Combi, Webasto and Alde heating systems. All structures are certified according to the 2005
41/CE standards and the R14 updates and some in accordance with the N2 adaptations.
Thanks to the important know how acquired over 35 years of business, CTA has been able to
create the perfect technical synergy with all its customers that need to adapt the seat belt anchoring technology to their vehicles, achieving four main goals:
1) Zero design costs for adaptation.
2) Reduced times for development and installation of designs.
3) Large selection of seat belt anchoring systems that allows selection of the most appropriate
for the builder’s needs.
4) Compact packaging systems which facilitates shipping and storage of product.

F

Certification in R14
for M1 & N2
e updated the last extension in R14 where
were integrated some structures and further
fastening systems, allowing us to develop a
project in M1/N2 every 2/3 working days. Providing a
expended range of placement to more than 10.000 combinations for each structure.

W

Over 10.000 combinations

Company Profile

C

TA Srl has 35 years experience in the automotive market, much of which was dedicated to converting vehicles and
manufacturing special order metal structures of various types. Its main customer base is automobile manufacturers
who require design work, out sourcing manufacturing, or post-sales assistance. The vast experience and organizational
capacity of the company has propelled its rapid growth. The technical design team has conducted many innovative studies to meet the needs of its customers for technological advances.
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Masterly transformations
Maller Company was founded in 1973 by Erasmo Mallozzi and operates in the field of ennobled plywood
panels for the recreational vehicle sector and in the field of semi-finished products for the furniture industry
Words Vincenzo Francofonte

Arch. Gianmaria Piroli

n 2013, Maller SpA celebrated its 40th
anniversary – 40 years of serving the
recreational-vehicle sector, supplying
premier Italian poplar panels laminated with
a huge range of decorative paper and plastic
laminates. After the founder’s death in 2008,
the company was run by external managers;
from December 2013, Simona Mallozzi, the
founder’s daughter, took direct control as
Managing Director, assisted by Gianmaria
Piroli as Commercial and Factory Manager.
“We add value to simple materials. In our
local area and throughout the Po Valley, we
take quality poplar plywood, chipboard, and
MDF, and we enhance them with PVC paper,
plastic laminates, and decorative paper. Our
end product is very similar to top-quality
wood. This whole procedure is called laminating; we are laminators”. Thus, founder
Erasmo Mallozzi – once knighted as a captain of industry – clearly pinpointed what
Maller does. The company was set up in
1973 specifically to supply the recreationalvehicle industry with laminated panels for
internal surfaces and furniture, working to
the highest standards. Over time, the business has branched out into semi-finished
products for the furniture industry, furnishing accessories, doors and finishings, while
achieving a significant foothold in the naval
sector, reflecting its products’ superior quality and wide spectrum of uses.
This excellence is rooted in the considerable
experience and technical expertise that the
firm has invested in its production processes.
For Maller operates using one line for laminate and two for CPL and HPL (Continuous/ High-Pressure Laminate) finishing, with
calender machining and wood-grain finishes.
(The untreated panel is fed between two

I
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cylindrical rollers that affix the decorative
sheets of light finish paper, Alkorcell, and
PVC via hot bonding.) Pressure veneering
(thermal pressing) is dedicated to making
strong laminates for tabletops and kitchen
surfaces (with decorative paper impregnated
with melamine resins) and premier real wood
veneers sliced into thin sheets. After the
calender process, the panels enter the press
(of which Maller has 3), to emerge free of
impurities and imperfections. The panel
moves on to the line for electronic cutting to
size and squaring to apply the customer’s
preferred finishing. The end result is a perfectly flat product of uniform thickness without
any surface defects.
The quality of these first-rate finishing

techniques is also ensured through an exclusively Italian feature: the choice of raw materials, starting with local poplar sustainably
cultivated with FAO approval. Indeed, Italian
poplar is light, flexible and stable, enabling
superior machining and finishing than for
similar but lower-performance materials
sourced elsewhere (like Meranti, made with
Asian timbers). These benefits provide considerable versatility, allowing the company to
produce panels to suit any requirements.
Allied to its scrupulous selection of raw
materials and precise workmanship, another
of Maller’s key strengths is its agility. It can
respond swiftly, supplying a highly tailored
product to meet the requirements of RV
manufacturers large and small.

Contacts:
Gianmaria arch. Piroli
E-mail. gm.piroli@maller.it

“Logistically speaking, we offer a winning
service”, stresses Factory Manager Gianmaria
Piroli. “We are extremely flexible in terms of
production volumes, enabling us to support
individual projects within an overarching
package. We are heavily used by leading
manufacturers – like Laika, Adria, Sea Group,
PLA, Giottiline, Rimor, and soon Trigano –
but we are also well placed to serve smaller
producers, which appear to be growing
significantly at present. We have an agreement with the Lombardy firm CLEAF for the
exclusive use of a Design Collection of 22
decorative features for making veneer panels
CPL and HPL products, which we presented
at the Düsseldorf fair. Our hot postformed
and curved processes complement our special treatments for tops or scratch-resistant
wall coverings, and we make edges with the
same finish for complete continuity between
the upright and horizontal surfaces”.
The caravan sector provides 75% of the
company’s turnover (the rest coming from
the HPL furniture veneer market), with 80%
of its European sales achieved in Italy and the

remainder in Germany. Maller is an established supplier that is maintaining its focus on
overseas markets. Its effective sales network
serves customers wherever they may be – not
just in Italy and Europe but in the States,
Canada, Australia and New Zealand, too.
These markets are growing vigorously, especially in the USA, which is finally showing
signs of appreciating European technology
and construction standards (as the success of
the little Fiat 500 demonstrates). And it is not
only about weight, although high fuel prices
are starting to bite there, too. For Italian
poplar adds value not only with its lower specific weight than other non-European materials but also with its greater structural
strength, enabling high levels of finishing to
be applied to the multilayered media (to
which American manufacturers are turning
to replace the local sandwich materials),
thanks in part to the advanced productionprocess technology.
Every day, promising new markets are opening up (Maller has an eye on South Africa),
where its product quality and decorative

range is increasingly valued. Italian poplar’s
versatility, stability and excellent finish in plywood and multilayered panels is complemented by a wide selection of decorative
woods for the laminating paper, which can
be tailored to customers’ needs. This service
will be implemented soon using the digital
press, which the company plans to offer for
large and small quantities alike.
Maller holds ISO 9001 certification for product quality control and meets FSC (Forest
Stewardship Council) and PEFC (Programme
for the Endorsement of Forest Certification)
standards for managing the Chain of
Custody for forest products.
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Project 2000 lands in America
After consolidating its leadership in the production of bed lifting systems in Europe, Project 2000 docks in the
United States thanks to the collaboration with Winnebago Industries, Inc. and the distributor Lippert
Components, Inc
Words Antonio Mazzucchelli

Davide Nardini CEO

he 2014 of Project 2000 is marked
by the beginning of two important
cooperations in the United States. It’s
in fact already in place the supply of bed lifting system to the manufacturer Winnebago,
result of a long activity of promotion and
qualification of the product to adapt it to the
requirements of the American market, while
the partnership with Lippert Components,
Inc . – main player in the accessories market

T
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in the continent – on all of the Project 2000
product range will enable a further expansion.
“The Winnebago designers were following
us since several time, monitoring our growth
on the European market – says Davide
Nardini, CEO at Project 2000 – They have
then decided to try our systems and were
really impressed with the technological gap
existing between our beds and the other

products available in their local market. For
this reason, Winnebago has decided to use
our beds on several vehicle lines, both as
standard and as an optional. Our presence in
the American market caught the attention of
various players and we have involved an
important actor such as Lippert Components,
Inc. – a real giant in the production and
distribution of components for OEM, part of
the Drew Industries group. This expansion in
the USA is a source of pride and satisfaction
for us and is part of a path of growth on the
international markets started time ago and
that sees us present in Australia, New
Zealand, Japan, Saudi Arabia, Canada e
China”.
The cooperation with Lippert
Components, Inc. entails not
only the distribution of the best
seller among the 12600, but

Contacts:
Davide Nardini - General Manager - info@project-2000.it
Lorenzo Manni - Technical Sales Manager - commerciale@project-2000.it

Award: 2012/2013”.
“The new engagement in the huge American
market brought us to open a new production line specific for this new cooperation –
continues Davide Nardini – and we have
extended our production capacity expanding
the facility with a new area where we assemble together the bed lift to the bed frame,
produced by us under the brand name
Technodesign. In fact,
we wanted

also
t h e
electronic
steps and the TV Brackets. Project 2000
had already approached the US Market
by participating the TDL project
(Tecnoform Design Lab), a prototype
which had been presented by the Italian
company Tecnoform and that Airstream
has then transformed in the innovative and
luxurious towable Landyacht. In that occasion, Project 2000 developed and manufactured an inedited radio-controlled mechanism to automatically lift the central bed to
easily access the locker underneath the bed.
The caravan was presented at the 2012 edition of the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf and
it got awarded in the categories “Best
Interior Design” and “Best Practice” in the
prestigious competition “Caravaning Design

to create complete and tailored products able to satisfy
any construction need”
For example we have bed frames with a
lowered profile, that can be installed on vehicles with reduced internal dimensions . We
offer a great design flexibility to the manufacturers since we are able to supply frames
for bed with any shape and dimension,

thanks to the
aluminum extrusions and to the plastic corners and the variable angle corners”.
Our system to vary the height of the beds,
the 12600, was presented at the end of
2009 and proposes a motorized system, entirely installed underneath the bed frame and
managed by a controller, that rolls four belts,
anchored to the walls, around a single shaft.
In 2011, the 12600 was made available also
for those layouts with a central queen’s bed.
In 2012 Project 2000 was awarded with the
international patent of invention and in 2013
the Tuscany-based company introduced the
12658, a central bed with a freestanding
structure and the ability to vary the height, to
lift the front part of the frame and to retract
the back part of the frame to provide a backrest. With this bed, Project 2000 was awarded with the “Salone del Camper Award
2013”, in the section l “Accessories and
Components”.

Project 2000 will exhibit at the “All In Caravaning 2014”
his year Project 2000 will participate at the Chinese fair “All In
Caravaning” 2014, which shall be held from June 27th to June
29th in Beijing. It is widely considered the most important sector
fair in China, with a presence for last year of approximately 100 exhibitors
and a participation of approximately 20.000 visitors. The importance that
the fair is gathering is witnessed by the joint organization by Messe
Düsseldorf GmbH – organizer of the Caravan Salon – and the patronage
of the most important sector associations worldwide (RVIA - USA, CRVA Australia, CIVD - Germania).
We are ready to face new challenges – says Lorenzo Manni, Sales Manager
at Project 2000 – In China, the government is encouraging the touring
holidays as a tool to allow the citizens to get to know better their own
country. There are important projects for the creation of infrastructures
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and what today is a market with a potential of a few hundreds
of registrations may reach, in a couple of years or less, a number
of registrations such as to make it a first band market. We want
to be part of this growth by proposing our bed lifting systems,
our electronic steps and our TV Brackets. These are mature products, resulting from many years of development and we are
sure that may represent valid solutions for the Chinese designers.
Today our bed lifting systems are suitable to any application,
from the maxi motorhome to the minivan.
At the fair we will showcase our products with major technological content with the intent to create a sales and distribution
channel able to represent us properly. We are sure that even a
new, evolving market such as the Chinese one will appreciate the
quality of our systems.
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